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SAVE THE DATE!
30th Formal: APRIL 29, 2017
The 30th White Rose Formal will officially be taking place on
Saturday, April 29, 2017. The location of the event has yet to be
determined, but the date is definite. With that, it will be 2 days after
the 30th anniversary of our chartering. We hope to have as many
alumni and current members come together to celebrate 30 years of
this chapter! There will be many more updates to come. We will likely
be reaching out soon to advertise such a large and magnificent event!
We hope to see you all there!
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Congratulations to Our New Recruitment
Chairs!
Congratulations to our newly elected Recruitment Chair duo. On
February 28, the active chapter held elections for the recruitment
chair position. The active chapter decided to elect both Ryan
McEvoy and Dan Healey to serve as the Recruitment Chairs until
next spring semester. Ryan McEvoy will be returning as coRecruitment Chair. Dan was previously the co-social chair and
sentinel. Congratulations to you both and we wish you the best.

Upcoming Formal for This Year!

This year’s White Rose Formal will be taking place on Saturday,
April 9, 2016. The event will take place at La Luna in Rochester
and will have a buffet and an open bar. The exact prices for this
event have not yet been established, but there will be more
information to come. If you have any questions, please feel free to
email Treasurer Dom Sarappa at domsarappa@gmail.com. We
hope to see you all there!
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Gamma Nu Pledge Class
As of February 4, the Gamma Nu pledge class has been assembled and had their elections. The 11
current candidates are well into the interview process. They have begun planning many events such
as a hall program for Kendrick House, a community service event, an alumni dinner, and more!
Under the guidance of Marshal Tad Spencer and Assistant Marshals Colin Corliss and Dominick
Sarappa, the Gamma Nu pledge class is on its way to being a truly remarkable group!
Be sure to check next month’s newsletter for information about the activities and events the
candidates organize this semester!

Garrett Gay ‘18

Sean Olin ‘18

Regis Acosta ‘19

Peter Miklavcic ‘18

Eminent Commander

Lieutenant Commander

Treasurer

Recorder

Victor Garza ‘19

Tyler Falter ‘19

Tyler Knight ‘19

Dionel Jaime ‘18

Chaplain

Matthew Lee ‘19

Hongji Yang ‘18

Jake Green ‘19
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Events

INTERVOL

On one the coldest days to hit this winter, the Lambda Eta Chapter
stayed warm volunteering at Intervol. Intervol is a nonprofit dedicated to
supplying medical supplies to those in need. They recycle unused medical
supplies from the greater Rochester area and ship them all over the world,
ranging from Syria to Haiti.
Seventeen brothers attended the event. The major undertaking was
re-organizing a warehouse full of medical equipment. Brothers moved
supplies ranging from beds to wheelchairs into different parts of the
warehouse, where they could easily be found later when it comes time to
ship. In addition, brothers conducted inventory and sorted supplies on
pallets.
At the end of the event, Tony Gasparre, Warehouse Manager of
Intervol, expressed his gratitude to the Lambda Eta Chapter for their hard
work and willingness to volunteer. This is just one example of how the
Lambda Eta Chapter is willing to give back to the community and help those
in need, even if our efforts aren’t immediately seen!

LETTERS TO SOLDIERS
The brothers of the Lambda Eta
chapter sponsored this year’s Letters
to Soldiers event on Feb. 24 . Fellow
students stopped by to write letters of
encouragement to send to our Armed
Forces. After two hours of the letter
writing campaign, we collected nearly
100 letters of gratitute and positivity to
be sent to out to Operation Gratitude.
Alongside our cosponsors, Sea and
Anchor Detail and Delta Gamma, our
shared hope is that our letters share
our thanks to those serving far from
home.
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CO-SPONSORSHIPS
The chapter is always looking for more ways to connect
with the UofR community and this month the brothers
have been involved with other organizations on a
number of projects including: Students Helping
Honduras Annual Benefit Dinner, She’s the First Difret
film screening, Sigma Delta Tau’s Climate Change talk,
UR Special Olympics Pie Event and Rochester Center
for Community Leadership’s “Spread the Word to End
the Word” Event. We already have plans to work with
Kappa Alpha Theta and Education for a Peaceful Syria
on more events next month.

BROTHERHOOD EVENTS
As all Sigma Nu Knights know, we pride ourselves on the strength
of our brotherhood. During the month of February we reinforced
this strength through many unique, fun and engaging brotherhood
events. On February 7th we held a brotherhood Super Bowl party.
Our fantastic Chaplain, Dominic Giambra, ordered pizza and
everyone who attended had a fantastic time bonding over such a
thrilling game. On February 9th and 10th, a representative from the
national chapter came to visit our chapter. While he was here,
Lambda Eta attended a valuable discussion on Sex Ed and brotherly
values. Having an open discussion on such important issues helped
strengthen the unity of our chapter. On February 20th Dom
Giambra planned and organized a gavel session followed by a
viewing of “Star Wars: The Force Awakens.” Everyone at this event
also had a great time, bringing the chapter further together.
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Brotherhood
Congratulations to all of the following alumni who were recently got engaged!

Tom Ramos, ΛH 337

Phil Stratigis, ΛH 260

Chris Domone, ΛH 263

Guest LEAD Sessions
In an effort to have newer members introduced to alumni and more easily access the combined knowledge of the fraternity, a call
has gone out to alumni to donate their time in LEAD events. The first of these this semester was facilitated by Vincent DeRienzo,
ΛH 327. 15 brothers attended this session, a combined workshop on values and professional development focusing on finding and
expressing one's values and personal experiences of Vinny with being on both sides of job applications. During the section on
values, he mentioned, "You ask for strength, love, justice, wisdom, but that doesn't just happen. You have to work for it." In one
more lighthearted moment, Vinny remarked "Any fetish should not be your profile picture." The work of alumni facilitating LEAD
events is to be continued by Jordan Shilling, who will be giving an overview of achieving operational excellence & problem solving
tools. One event in the works is a seminar/tasting event for some of the brothers to find out what exactly is an IPA, what the
difference between a lager and a stout is if any, and possibly a continuing series on other alcohols. If you feel you are knowledgeable
in a skill or area more than undergraduates, and would enjoy sharing that please contact Colin McCormack at
zmanzono@gmail.com.

BROTHER OF THE MONTH

Congratulations to the Brother of the
Month for February, Logan Meredith.
Logan, a member of the recently initiated
Gamma Mu pledge class, is the current
Community Service Chair and a member
of our Honor Board. He has done an
amazing job organizing events such as our
visit to Intervol and our Letters to Soldiers
event. Congratulations and keep up the
amazing work!

BROTHERHOOD SUCCESSES

Dominick Schumacher

Mike Lotosky

Was hired to be a
Congressional Intern for US
Senator Charles Schumer

Was accepted in Johns
Hopkins Graduate School for
Engineering in Robotics

Jake Post

Dan Healey

Became a Community
Advisor for Residential
Life

Member of UR Men’s
Hockey team that won
State Championship

Contact Us
Email: sigmanulh@gmail.com
National Website: sigmanu.org

Facebook: Search for Sigma Nu Lambda Eta
Chapter Website: sigmanurochester.com

